Compositional Technique--Theme

Unit 4: Lesson 1
Introduce The Unit And The Compositional Technique--Theme

LITERACY OBJECTIVE

By the end of this lesson students will be able to describe different sounds they hear in a musical composition and identify character traits based on those sounds.

LITERACY "I CAN" STATEMENT

"I can describe the sounds I hear in a musical composition and identify characters' traits based on those sounds."

LESSON OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Pacing: 45-60 Minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 1:</strong> Introduce the Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 2:</strong> Introduce Lesson 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 3:</strong> Engage in Pre-reading Discussion of Seedfolks, by Paul Fleischman</td>
<td>10 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 4:</strong> Guide Students in a Listening Exercise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 5:</strong> Introduce Peter and the Wolf, by Prokofiev</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 6:</strong> Listen to the Introduction of Peter and the Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 7:</strong> Introduce the Music Term--Theme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 8:</strong> Listen to the Beginning of Peter and the Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 9:</strong> Guide Students to Describe the Traits of Each Character's Theme in Peter and the Wolf</td>
<td>35 Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Step 10:</strong> Close Lesson 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STANDARDS ALIGNMENT

TARGETED CCSS

Reading Standards

RL 3.3: Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events.

RL 3.7: Explain how specific aspects of a text’s illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

RL 4.3: Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions).

RL 4.7: Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying where each version reflects specific descriptions and directions in the text.

RL 5.3: Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how characters interact).

RL 5.7: Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem).

Speaking & Listening

SL 3.1b: Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).

SL 3.1c: Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their comments to the remarks of others.

SL 3.1d: Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.

SL 3.3: Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail.

SL 3.6: Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested detail or clarification.

SL 4.1b: Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.

SL 4.1c: Pose and respond to specific questions to clarify or follow up on information, and make comments that contribute to the discussion and link to the remarks of others.

SL 4.1d: Review the key ideas expressed and explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.

SL 4.3: Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points.

SL 4.6: Differentiate between contexts that call for formal English (e.g., presenting ideas) and situations where informal discourse is appropriate (e.g., small-group discussion); use formal English when appropriate to task and situation.

SL 5.1b: Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions and carry out assigned roles.

SL 5.1c: Pose and respond to specific questions by making comments that contribute to the discussion and elaborate on the remarks of others.

SL 5.1d: Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL 5.3: Review the key ideas expressed and draw conclusions in light of information and knowledge gained from the discussions.

SL 5.6: Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English when appropriate to task and situation.

SECONDARY CCSS

Reading Standards

**TEACHING RESOURCES**

**TEXTS**

- Peter and the Wolf Story Summary

**ELL VOCABULARY SUPPORT**

- Peter and the Wolf Instructional Image

**CLASSROOM CHARTS**

- Unit Overview for Students
- Music & Character Connections Chart

**ART MATERIALS**

- A device with speakers

**A4L Music Tracks:**

- Track 1, Peter and the Wolf: "The Introduction"
- Track 2, Peter and the Wolf: "The Beginning of the Story"
- Track 3, Peter and the Wolf: "Bird Theme"
- Track 4, Peter and the Wolf: "Duck Theme"
- Track 5, Peter and the Wolf: "Cat Theme"
- Track 6, Peter and the Wolf: "Grandfather Theme"
- Track 7, Peter and the Wolf: "Wolf Theme"
- Track 8, Peter and the Wolf: "Peter Theme"

**ART MATERIALS: ALTERNATIVES**

- Connecting Theme To Movie Soundtracks (link to menu in Step 7b)
LIFE & LEARNING SKILLS

Unit 4 includes the following Life & Learning Skills:

- Reflective thinking
- Creative problem-solving
- Critical and analytic thinking
- Collaboration Communication

DIFFERENTIATION OPTIONS

Differentiation Options will appear throughout the unit to suggest ways to scaffold or challenge student learning. Use the number of helping hands to select the level of differentiation that best supports student learning.

Highest level of scaffolding. Select this option if students are learning strategies for the first time, if the text is challenging for them, or if students require more guidance during activities. The Unit is written for the highest level of scaffolding.

Moderate scaffolding. Select this option if students require some support comprehending the text or navigating the activity.

Least amount of scaffolding/Extending the instruction. Select this option if students are ready to work more independently, move more quickly through the material, or are ready for additional challenge.

LEVERAGING MOMENTS

Key instructional steps where the arts are used to leverage literacy-learning (and vice versa) are marked with ➤LM. Smaller leveraging moments also occur throughout the lessons.
STEP 1: INTRODUCE THE UNIT

**Process:** Start the Planting a Community unit by engaging students in a discussion about reading like a detective. Then, explain the purpose and activities of the unit. Walk students through the Unit Overview to help them know where they are in the learning process. Hand out the A4L Notebooks and A4L Texts.

**ELL SUPPORT: COMPREHENSIBLE INPUT**

Support ELL language development and comprehension by starting with a short vocabulary lesson using Vocabulary Snapshots to provide multi-sensory pre-learning for words that may be unfamiliar to culturally diverse students. Click here for a sample lesson plan.

Recommended vocabulary from Peter and the Wolf to pre-teach with Vocabulary Snapshots:

- Flute - Bassoon
- Oboe - French Horn
- Clarinet - Strings

**Sample Visual Icons for Peter and the Wolf**

Click for Vocabulary Snapshot activities for Peter and the Wolf using these visual icons and more.

**DIFFERENTIATION OPTIONS: HELPING HANDS**

Use the number of helping hands to select the level of differentiation that best supports student learning.

- ** élevé** Highest level of scaffolding. Select this option if students are learning strategies for the first time, if the text is challenging for them, or if students require more guidance during activities. Part 1 lessons are written for the highest level of scaffolding.

- ** moyen** Moderate scaffolding. Select this option if students require some support comprehending the text or navigating the activity.

- **faible** Least amount of scaffolding/Extending the instruction. Select this option if students are ready to work more independently, move more quickly through the material, or are ready for additional challenge.
DIFFERENTIATION OPTION: VISUAL ARTS AND WRITING

If choosing this option, the students will still engage in the music exercise of listening to musical scores, such as Peter and the Wolf (an exercise presented in Part 1, Lesson 1), in which they learn to listen intently to the musical interpretation by Sergei Prokofiev (sair-gay pro-CO-fee-ev), and to discriminate differences in the sounds, then describe the sounds they hear that represent each character’s traits. This exercise also promotes their ability to visualize characters and actions and to envision scenes and colors, as well as identifying associated sounds that complement those images.

VISUAL ART EXERCISE

To introduce the use of visual imagery, the students should engage in the listening exercise as described in the A4L curriculum by listening to Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf, closing their eyes to listen and visualize, and then collectively identifying and recording words to describe the dynamics, duration, pitch and timbre of the musical motif for each character. These words are recorded by the teacher on a chart (template provided in the Resources section) Note: See the video example of a teacher conducting this exercise in his class. To introduce the use of visual arts as a complement to written words and music, provide the students with a blank piece of paper on which they should be asked to sketch a quick linear drawing, called a “gesture drawing,” that conveys the personality traits, appearance and movement of each character. A gesture drawing is only a few quick, fluid lines that show the action of the charterer without detail. It should take no more than a minute to create and the gesture shows meaning through the direction, curvature, intensity and characteristic of the lines. This parallels the characteristics of the musical sounds that differ in dynamics (bold or faint), duration (continuous and flowing or short, rapidly repeated), pitch (high or low in sound and larger or smaller in scale if sketched), and timbre (which is quality and color of both sound and sketched images).

VISUAL ART EXERCISE: VISUAL ART VOCABULARY

Gesture Drawing: a work of art defined by rapid execution. Typical situations involve an artist drawing a series of poses taken by a model in a short amount of time, often as little as 30 seconds, or as long as 2 minutes. Gesture drawing is often performed as a warm-up for a life drawing session.

The artist may also be observing or visualizing animals, as well as people, going about normal activities with no special effort to pause for the artist. For example, drawing from people on the street, performers, athletes, or drawing animals at the zoo.

More generally, a gesture drawing may be any drawing which attempts to capture action or movement.

USE OF GESTURE DRAWINGS IN THIS A4L UNIT

The gestures drawing created by the students are intended to be quick, simple symbolic illustrations that capture the character traits of each character. The students may add their gesture drawings to the description of the character traits in Seedfolks for Kim, Ana, Wendell, Gozalo and others, as part of the exercise in the Student Notebook. The collection of these gestures will complement and facilitate their
understanding of inferences and text-to-text connections, determining theme, and will promote clearer visualization and interpretation of the character traits as they annotate the text.

EXAMPLES OF GESTURE DRAWINGS

Though the gesture drawing examples above are all figures, gesture drawing isn’t limited to just the human form. Animals, Objects, and even Scenes can be captured in the style of gesture drawing.

The creation and accumulation of the gesture drawings with the addition of color and composition will be synthesized to become symbols that will be used to create a final visual composition in colored pencils and pastels that convey the “Theme” of the book, Seedfolks. This creation of the final composition may be created individually and may also incorporate selected words that describe each character and the thematic bond that connects them to each other. Each student will author a written statement about the theme (as guided in the series of activities in their A4L Student Notebook – see Reflection Journal for each character and the creation of a Seedfolks Central Theme, pg. 29). This statement should be displayed with the visual arts composition. These two complementary activities provide a powerful reinforcement of text-to-text connections, visualization of word meaning, and a deeper understanding of how a theme is created between word meaning and visual imagery.

While the alternative of a visual arts composition to complement the written theme may be a viable and effective option, it does not necessarily replace the creation of a musical theme performed with found objects. Both art forms may be used as an even stronger way of tapping into all students’ learning styles and interests and deepening understanding of inference, text-to-text connections and theme.

Suggested Dialogue
BEGINNING UNIT 4

"We are beginning an Arts for Learning unit called Planting a Community. In Arts for Learning units, you combine reading and the arts to get even better at both. In this unit, we're going to become reading detectives and musicians.

What do detectives do? (Students respond.) Detectives look for clues and ask themselves questions as they investigate. Readers do the same thing--they read like detectives, because sometimes authors don't come right out and tell them what they want the reader to know. A good author will often tell a story little by little, clue by clue, inviting the reader to figure out what's really going on. Readers have to ask themselves questions, stop and think about what things mean, and look for clues so they can figure out how things come together."

"This is the Unit Overview for Students, which will help us know where we're going as the unit progresses (show Unit Overview for Students and highlight each part). We'll read a story called Seedfolks, by Paul Fleischman, and learn how to play music with found objects and classroom instruments to help us explore what the characters are thinking and feeling. Then, you'll take everything you've discovered in your investigations and create music for each character. The unit will culminate by combining these musical pieces into a whole class Seedfolks composition that we'll perform for an invited audience (school peers, friends, and family)."

"These are our A4L Notebooks and A4L Texts, which we'll use to process what we read." (Pass out A4L Notebooks and A4L Unit 4 Texts.)

STEP 2: INTRODUCE LESSON 1

Process: Give an overview of the lesson objectives: Engage in a pre-reading discussion of Seedfolks, by Paul Fleishman; develop listening skills through a listening exercise; and listen to Peter and the Wolf, by Prokofiev, as an introduction to music elements and a character's theme.

Suggested Dialogue

Introducing Lesson 1 Texts

"Today we're going to get started with Seedfolks, by Paul Fleishman, and begin learning about music by engaging in a listening exercise and then listening to Peter and the Wolf, by Sergei Prokofiev (sair-gay pro-CO-fee-ev)."

"By the end of today's lesson, you will be able to say, 'I can describe the sounds I hear in a musical composition and identify characters' traits based on those sounds'."
STEP 3: ENGAGE IN PRE-READING DISCUSSION OF SEEDFOLKS, BY PAUL FLEISCHMAN

**Process:** Engage in a pre-reading discussion of *Seedfolks*, by Paul Fleischman. Begin reading like detectives by looking for clues using the title and cover, chapter titles, and pictures. Show the book on the document camera for students to see the images. Introduce the theme of community during the pre-reading discussion.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**THINKING LIKE A DETECTIVE**

"Let's get started reading like detectives by looking at the cover ... Think like a detective: based on these clues, what do you think the book might be about?" (Students may respond: "It seems like each chapter might be about a different character" or "the characters all plant things.")

"All these characters live in the same neighborhood. Sometimes a neighborhood is called "a community." We're a community in this classroom, too. What do you think makes something a community? (Students respond.) As reading detectives, we're going to find out how these characters get to know each other and become a community."

"We'll begin reading the story after we learn a little bit about music."

STEP 4: GUIDE STUDENTS IN A LISTENING EXERCISE

**Process:** Develop students' listening skills by talking about what it means to listen and hear sounds and then by playing clips from the movie *August Rush*. Ask students to describe the sounds they hear. Record descriptors on the board. See Supporting Listening Skills menu below for teaching tips.

**STEP 4A ALTERNATIVES: BEYOND YOUTUBE**

If you do not have access to YouTube, check a local library for a DVD or create your own listening exercise.

**A. Optional resource**

Look for a DVD of the movie *August Rush* (2008) at your local library or other source. Using the scene selection mode, the scenes used for instruction are 00:00 - 2:05 and 26:45 - 28:18. You may want to block the viewing as you fast forward to the 2nd segment to avoid PG material.
B. Create your own listening exercise

- Take your students outside during a non-recess period. Have them sit on the grass or pavement. Take chart paper and pencils to record student responses. Alternatively, keep them in the classroom at their desks. If possible, open doors and windows.
- Explain that we are sharpening our listening skills. Have students close their eyes, take a deep breath, and sit still.

Prompts: Just sit and listen for three minutes. Listen for sounds you hear close by and far away.
- Ask students to describe what they heard. List responses on board or chart paper.

Prompts: What adjectives would you use to describe the sounds? How did the cars sound? (Low, whooshing sound.) How is that different from the birds singing? (Birds are higher, shorter sounds.)
- If possible, repeat the exercise in another location. For instance, return to the classroom and listen again, or repeat the exercise at another time of day.

STEP 4B TEACHING TIP: SUPPORTING LISTENING SKILLS

To help students continue to develop their listening skills, consider the following tips...

- Have students close their eyes while they listen to music. This will help them focus on the different sounds they hear.

- Play music in short segments. Prior to playing a segment of music, tell students what to listen for and then have them share what they heard with a partner before the next segment.

- Incorporate movement into the listening exercise. After listening to each segment, have students create a movement that matches what they heard. They can do this sitting at desks or on their feet. Then ask students to think of words to describe their movements.

STEP 4C CONNECTING LITERACY & ART: MUSIC AND READING CONNECTIONS

- Encourages close reading & reflective thinking
As students create and reflect on music, they ponder what they have learned about the characters from the text. They think deeply about word meaning (what does sad really mean, feel, sound like?), dialogue with peers and the teacher about their discoveries and inferences, and share how they've chosen to represent the unfolding story through music. Selecting instruments to play and how to play them requires revisiting and reflecting on the text.

- Supports understanding of theme
Putting together the rondo composition for Seedfolks helps students understand how the characters relate to a central story theme.

Suggested Dialogue

SHARPENING OUR LISTENING SKILLS

"In order to make music, we first need to sharpen our listening skills. I am going to play the opening
scene from the movie *August Rush*. This is a movie about an orphaned boy who uses music to help him find his birth parents. As you listen, try to identify the natural sounds you hear. You may also hear some man-made music. Get ready to listen by putting down your pencils, taking a deep breath, and sitting still. You can watch the film or close your eyes and just listen." (Support students in getting ready to listen.)

**DIALOGUE FOR MOVIE CLIP FROM 0:00-2:06**

"What did you hear? Can you describe the sounds?" (Students respond. Record descriptors on board.)

"I'm going to play another clip, this time you will hear sounds from the city. Most people hear these sounds as "noise" but the boy hears them as music."

**Dialogue For Movie Clip From 3:01-4:36**

"What did you hear? What words can you use to describe the sounds? Could you tell if something was close or far away? How could you tell?" (Students respond. For example, "I hear clanking sounds as he steps on the grating," or "I hear whooshing and hissing sounds from the steam." Listen again if desired. Record descriptors on board.)

**Guide Additional Listening Exercise**

"Let's use our listening skills to describe the sounds around us. (Have students go outside or stay in the classroom.) Close your eyes and concentrate on the sounds you hear. What kinds of sounds are they? What words can you use to describe those sounds? (Students close their eyes and listen for several minutes.) What did you hear? What words can you use to describe those sounds?" (Students respond. Record descriptors on board.)

**STEP 5: INTRODUCE PETER AND THE WOLF, BY PROKOFIEV**

**Process:** Introduce Peter and the Wolf, and give a short background about the composer, Sergei Prokofiev (sair-gay pro-CO-fee-ev). Read the story summary for Peter and the Wolf.

**CONNECTING LITERACY & ART: MAKING INFERENCES**
As students listen to Peter and the Wolf and describe what the sounds they hear tell them about the characters, they are making inferences. Inferring is the process of taking what is in the text (or piece of music) and combining it with relevant background knowledge to make meaning. Students draw on what they know from music, film, television, and theater to determine whether the characters are happy, grouchy, scary, or sneaky. As the unit progresses, students will develop their inferring skills as they create their own themes for characters in Seedfolks.

Suggested Dialogue

INTRODUCING PETER AND THE WOLF

"We are about to listen to Peter and the Wolf, by Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev (sair-ga y pro-CO-fee-ev). This piece of music is played by an orchestra using real instruments. You will not be expected to learn how to play these instruments in this unit. We will be working with found objects and classroom instruments. But listening to Peter and the Wolf will help us learn about music and how we might create our music for the characters in Seedfolks."

"In 1938, Prokofiev was commissioned, or hired, to write music that would introduce children to instruments found in a symphony orchestra. He was so excited by the request that he created a piece that told a story and composed it in four days."

"Before we listen, I'll read a short summary of the story." (Read Story Summary: Peter and the Wolf).

STEP 6: LISTEN TO THE INTRODUCTION OF PETER AND THE WOLF

Process: Listen to the introduction of Peter and the Wolf, which familiarizes the listener to the various themes and the characters they represent. Pause at the end of the introduction, after the hunter's theme. Feel free to show images of instruments and characters from this resources page.

A4L Music CD: Track 1, Peter and the Wolf, by Sergei Prokofiev The Introduction (approx. 2-3 minutes).

Suggested Dialogue

LISTENING TO THE INTRODUCTION OF PETER AND THE WOLF

"We'll begin with the Introduction of Peter and the Wolf, which is narrated. Prokofiev wrote the narration so the listeners would know what instruments they were hearing and what characters they represented. In Peter and the Wolf, each character is represented by a specific musical idea that is played by one or more instruments."
"Get ready to listen. You can close your eyes or keep them opened. Ready?" (Play A4L Music CD: Track 1, Peter and the Wolf, The Introduction, pause at end of track.)

STEP 7: INTRODUCE THE MUSIC TERM--THEME

Process: Introduce the concept of a musical theme. A theme is a sound or series of sounds (rhythmic or melodic) that create a musical idea, which is important to the structure of the composition. It can represent a specific character, mood or idea. Record the definition of "Musical Theme" on a chart for later reference. Relate to movie soundtracks (see menu below) as a way to help students understand how a musical theme embodies big ideas, characters, or feelings. Without showing images, play a clip from the main theme for Star Wars.

STEP 7A CONNECTING LITERACY & MUSIC: THEMES

In this unit, "theme" is used both as a literacy and a music term, representing the big ideas that tie a piece of music or a story together.

In a story, a theme is a big idea, or one of several, that gives the story its meaning. In music, a theme is a musical idea that is important to the structure of the composition. These concepts come together in the final Seedfolks Composition.

Theme is used three ways:

1. Central Story Theme - this term is used for the "big idea" the class selects as the main theme of the story.

2. Character Theme - this term is used for the piece of music students create for each character. Each chapter is a character vignette and thus operates as a mini-story with its own big idea(s). By tracking the themes of the character vignettes, students will be able to identify big ideas that span across the entire story.

3. Seedfolks Theme - this term is used for the main musical theme composed for the final Seedfolks Composition. The Seedfolks Theme is a musical interpretation of the Central Story Theme.

STEP 7B ALTERNATIVES: CONNECTING THEME TO MOVIE SOUNDTRACKS

Extend the connection to popular movie scores by listening to clips and discussing how the music evokes the characters, mood, and big ideas of the story.

Option 1: Compare main themes from different movies

- Star Wars 0:00-0:26 (First three movies rated G): Epic, heroic, excitement, bravery, courage.
INTRODUCING THE CONCEPT OF MUSICAL THEME

"We just heard each character portrayed by a specific musical idea. This is called a musical theme. (Record "theme" and its definition.) In music, a theme is a sound or series of sounds that create a musical idea. This idea is important to the structure of the composition. It can represent a specific character, mood or idea."

"We have just heard how Prokofiev uses different themes or musical ideas to represent different characters in Peter and the Wolf. In this unit, we'll create themes like Prokofiev to represent the different characters in Seedfolks."

Relating "Theme" To Movie Soundtracks

"To help us understand how musical themes communicate important ideas about characters or stories, let's think of some popular movie themes. Has anyone seen the Star Wars movies? Let's listen to a clip of the main theme. Close your eyes." (Play movie clip from Star Wars).

"What feelings does the music evoke? (excitement, bravery, courageousness) What does the music tell you about the story and its characters? (Continue playing the clip to hear music representing the different characters in the story.) Can you think of music from other movies? What does the music tell you about the story? (Students respond.) We are going to be creating our own soundtrack to Seedfolks."

STEP 8: LISTEN TO THE BEGINNING OF PETER
**AND THE WOLF**

**Process:** Resume listening to *Peter and the Wolf*. Pause at the end of Track 2. The purpose of listening to the beginning is to allow students to hear the themes in the context of the larger composition. This mirrors how the story of *Seedfolks* will be musically illustrated by the students' composition towards the end of the unit. Feel free to listen to the rest of the composition at a later time.

*A4L Music Track 2, Peter and the Wolf, by Sergei Prokofiev "The Beginning of the Story" (6 Minutes and 20 Seconds)*

**Suggested Dialogue**

**LISTENING TO THEMES IN TRACK 2**

"Let's listen to the first part of this composition so we can hear how these themes fit into the larger piece. Notice how the musical themes for each character bring the story alive and help us paint a picture of the storyline. For instance, listen to how the flute and oboe intertwine when the bird and duck are arguing. Hear how the cat, represented by the clarinet, creeps toward the bird." (Continue to the end of Track 2.)

**STEP 9: GUIDE STUDENTS TO DESCRIBE THE TRAITS OF EACH CHARACTER'S THEME IN PETER AND THE WOLF**

**Process:** Listen to each character's theme, describe the sounds, and then guide students to make inferences as they identify the characters' traits using the A4L Music CD: Tracks 3 through 8. Record students' descriptions on the Music & Character Connections Chart. See the menu below, Music & Character Connections Chart for a sample and click here for a blank version to project on the document camera. Write the name of the first character, "Bird," then play the track for that character's theme. Press pause. Ask the students to describe the sounds they heard. Record descriptions on the chart.

Play the track for the same character's theme again. Press pause. Ask what students think the music tells them about the character. Repeat the process for each character. Record ideas on the chart. If descriptions for one character generate comparative descriptions for a previous character, go back and add those newly added words or phrases to its list. Timing to listen and discuss characters' themes is 10-15 minutes. Below is a video example of how the **Music & Character Connections Chart** is used in the classroom.
Music & Character Connections Chart

A blank version of this chart is available here. Project on the document camera or create a chart to post on the wall. Several sample responses have been filled in below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>What sounds do you hear?</th>
<th>What does this tell you about the character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Fast, jumpy, high, bright, light</td>
<td>Flying, jumping from branch to branch, quick, chirping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck</td>
<td>Smooth, low, long sounds, thin, focused</td>
<td>Swimming, gliding in the water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat</td>
<td>Slow, low and high sounds, smooth, mellow</td>
<td>Creeping, climbing, sneaky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandfather</td>
<td>Slow, low, loud, booming, reedy</td>
<td>Grumpy, grouchy, heavy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A4L Music Tracks 3-8, Peter and the Wolf, Character Themes

Suggested Dialogue

LISTENING TO EACH CHARACTER'S THEME

"Let's listen more carefully to each character's theme. After listening to each theme, we will stop and describe the sounds we hear and what we think those sounds tell us about each character. I'll record your descriptions on the Music & Character Connections Chart."

PLAY "BIRD THEME"

"Here is the bird's theme, played by a flute. (Play "Bird Theme," Track 3.) What were the different sounds you heard? What is bird-like about this?" (Write "Bird" and record responses, such as: "fast," "jumpy," "bright," or "high.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the bird." (Play "Bird Theme,"
Track 3.)

"What might this music tell us about the character?" (Students may respond: "the bird is flying," "jumping from branch to branch," or "quick," and "chirpy." Record.)

Play "Duck Theme"

"Let's listen to the duck's theme, played by the oboe." (Play "Duck Theme," Track 4.)

"What were the different sounds you heard? How were the sounds different from the bird?" (Write "Duck" and record student responses, such as: "long sounds," "smooth," "low," "thin," or "it sounds like a quack.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the duck." (Play "Duck Theme," Track 4.)

"What might this music tell us about the character? What in the music suggests a duck gliding on the water?" (Students may respond: "long, smooth sounds are like a duck swimming." Record.)

PLAY "CAT THEME"

"Listen to the cat's theme, played by the clarinet." (Play "Cat Theme," Track 5.)

"What were the different sounds you heard? How are they different from the duck and the bird?" (Write "Cat" and record student responses, such as: "low and high," or "slower.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the cat." (Play "Cat Theme," Track 5.)

"What might this music tell us about the character?" (Students may respond: "creeping," "moving silently and fluidly," "mellow," "climbing," or "sneaky." Record.)
Play "Grandfather Theme"

"Let's listen to the Grandfather's theme, played by the bassoon." (Play "Grandfather Theme," Track 6.)

"How is the Grandfather's theme different, or the same, from the bird, the duck, and the cat?" (Write "Grandfather" and record student responses, such as: "slow," "lower," or "louder.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the Grandfather." (Play "Grandfather Theme," Track 6.)

"What might this music tell us about the character? How do you think the Grandfather moves?" (Students may respond: "grumpy," "grouchy," "slow," or "heavy." Record.)

Play "Wolf Theme"

"Let's listen to the wolf's theme. The wolf's theme is an example of a theme played by more than one instrument. In this case, it's played by three French horns." (Play "Wolf Theme," Track 7.)

"What were the different sounds you heard? How were these sounds different from the bird, duck, cat, and Grandfather?" (Write "Wolf" and record student responses, such as: "loud," "bold," "rich," or "strong.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the character." (Play "Wolf Theme," Track 7.)

"What might this music tell us about the character?" (Students may respond: "scary," "intense," or "frightening." Record.)
PLAY "PETER THEME"

"Let's listen to Peter's theme. Peter's theme is also played by many instruments. They are all stringed instruments: violins, violas, and double basses, which are like giant violins that you have to stand up to play." (Play "Peter Theme," Track 8.)

"What were the different sounds you heard? How were these sounds different from the bird, duck, cat, Grandfather, and wolf?" (Write "Peter" and record responses, such as: "fast," "lighthearted," "smooth," "high," "skipping.")

"Listen again, and think about what Prokofiev was trying to say about the character." (Play "Peter Theme," Track 8.)

"What might this music tell us about the character?" (Students may respond: "happy," "young," or "fun." Record.)

CLOSE LISTENING TO CHARACTER THEMES

"We have just practiced actively listening to sounds in music and what those sounds can tell us about characters. Sometimes the music tells us how the character is moving about, other times it gives us a sense of what the character is like. We'll continue to build on these ideas as we learn more about music."

STEP 10: CLOSE LESSON 1
**Process:** Close the lesson with a "looking forward", describing the next lesson.

**Suggested Dialogue**

**Looking Forward**

"In our next lesson, we'll look more closely at the words we used to describe the characters' themes in *Peter and the Wolf*, learn more about music, and experiment with classroom instruments and found objects."

---

**CONGRATULATIONS ON COMPLETING LESSON 1! YOU ARE NOW READY TO MOVE ONTO LESSON 2 OF UNIT 4.**

Is this Lesson Public or Members only?: Members Only